Congratulations! You are now the proud owner of a fine clock from Sternreiter. These timepieces have been constructed the same way for
generations. For this reason, much of the technology involved is no longer completely familiar to our Twenty-First Century lives. If you have any
questions about your new clock, call your dealer immediately. You should be able to find their contact information on your receipt. Please also be
sure to visit our website for in-depth assistance. Click on the “Instructions” link for all kinds of helpful articles including videos, pictures, and sound
clips. For added information on your clock and all kinds of clocks be sure to visit our blog at www.GermanClocks.org.
SAVE ALL PACKING AND PAPERWORK! Although each clock has been carefully inspected before shipment you will need everything in case of any
problems.
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Carefully remove the clock from the box and surrounding packaging.
Before inserting the batteries, adjust the time to 5:50 by using the time setting knob to rotate the hand CLOCKWISE.
Set the chime selection to “Bim Bam.”
Install two “C” size alkaline batteries according to the +/- symbols in the battery holders.
Set the time by using the Time Setting knob to rotate the hands CLOCKWISE. If you correctly set the hands at 5:50 BEFORE inserting the
batteries, you are in the AM range (5:50AM). If setting the time for PM, make sure the hour hand passes through the 12:00 NOON until
the desired time is shown. While setting the time, it is normal to hear sounds from the movement or speaker. Continue advancing the time
until the correct time is shown. Once the time is set, the melody will adjust to the time selected, however, it is important that the clock be
allowed to operate for at least one hour for the chime sequence to become fully functional. The clock might be out of sequence during the
first hour of operation.
If your clock has a pendulum, unlock the pendulum leader from the locking post by gently pushing it sideways, allowing the pendulum to
hang freely.
If there is a pendulum, hang it on the pendulum leader, and move the pendulum to one side and release.

Setting the melody:
Use the chime select switch:
4x4 Westminster: Will sound the full, quarter-hour Westminster melody and the hour strike on the hour.
4x4 Ave Maria: Will sound the full, quarter-hour Ave Maria melody and the hour strike on the hour.
Westminster: Will only sound the Westminster melody on the hour and the hour strike on the hour. No quarter-hour chimes.
Bim-Bam: Bim Bam strike on the hour only. No melodies.
Volume control:
Use the volume control knob to adjust the overall volume.
Use the SOUND switch to to select:
NIGHT OFF: Turns the chime melody and strike off automatically from 11:00 PM, and back on again at 5:45 AM.
24 HR ON: The chime melody and strike are always on.
OFF: The chime melody and strike are always off.
Other features:
MONITOR: Press this button to demonstrate the hourly chime melody.
SET: Advances the hour strike count without advancing the hands. Use this if your hands are out of synch with the chime.
RESET: Resets the next hour strike count to 6:00 AM. Use this if your hands are out of synch with the chime. Move the hands clockwise to 5:50 ->
Press the RESET button -> Move the hands clockwise to the correct time.

If you have any problems:
Call the store or website where you purchased the clock. Many problems can be solved over the phone. Otherwise they can direct you where
and how to send the clock for a repair or replacement. We have a two-year guarantee on our clocks and all claims are handled trough the dealer
from whom you purchased the clock.
Visit our website and follow our blog. We have comprehensive help articles and updates almost every week. You can find a wealth of information
on this and other fine clocks. You can get there through our website, or directly at www.GermanClocks.org

Most Common Errors When Installing an Analog Clock:
Check the batteries. Most problems occur when the batteries are not fresh. If your clock slows down, the chime
sounds wrong, or the pendulum stops, then it's time to change the batteries.
Whatever the problem, if something doesn't seem to be working properly, DO NOT USE FORCE! Reread the
instructions or call the dealer from where you purchased the clock.
For further help, as well as updates and comprehensive information, visit
www.NorthCoastImports.com/instructions
For more beautiful clocks, visit our main website at www.NorthCoastImports.com

